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Summary

1. The development of neutral community theory has shown that the assumption of species neutrality, although

implausible on the level of individual species, can lead to reasonable predictions on the community level. While

Hubbell’s neutral model and several of its variants have been analysed in quite some detail, the comparison of

theoretical predictions with empirical abundance data is often hindered by technical problems. Only for a few

models the exact solution of the stationary abundance distribution is known and sufficiently simple to be applied

to data. For othermodels, approximate solutions have been proposed, but their accuracy is questionable.

2. Here, we argue that many of these technical problems can be overcome by replacing the assumption of con-

stant community size (the zero-sum constraint) by the assumption of independent species abundances.

3. We present a general sampling formula for community abundance data under this assumption.We show that

for the few models for which an exact solution with zero-sum constraint is known, our independent species

approach leads to very similar parameter estimates as the zero-sum models, for six frequently studied tropical

forest community samples.

4. We show that our general sampling formula can be easily confronted to a much wider range of datasets (very

large datasets, relative abundance data, presence-absence data, and sets of multiple samples) for a large class of

models, including non-neutral ones. We provide an R package, called SADISA (Species Abundance Distribu-

tions under the Independent Species Assumption), to facilitate the use of the sampling formula.

Key-words: density dependence, independent species, local community, metacommunity, multiple

samples, neutral community model, presence-absence data, relative abundance, speciation model,

species abundance distribution

Introduction

Species abundance distributions (SADs) have long intrigued

ecologists (Fisher, Corbet & Williams 1943; Preston 1948;

MacArthur 1957). The motivation is, besides the relative ease

of collecting this type of data, that they may contain informa-

tion on how species assemble in ecological communities, and

on differences in species’ properties. Indeed, intuitively a high

abundance seems a sign of strong adaptation to the habitat

where the species resides, indicating competitive dominance.

However, such a high abundance perhaps just arises by chance.

In the search for explanatory mechanisms, a plethora of mod-

els have been proposed to describe the SADs (McGill et al.

2007).

The last decade has seen a revived interest in the SAD

because it is one of the key predictions of the neutral theory of

biodiversity (Hubbell 2001; Rosindell, Hubbell & Etienne

2011), a theory that assumes that all individuals are function-

ally equivalent, regardless of the species it belongs to. This

model attributes the differences in abundance not to differences

in adaptation, but to inherent demographic stochasticity, i.e.

a large abundance need not be a sign of strong adaptation, but

is just due to demographic fortune. Comparing the neutral

model predictions to those of more traditional niche-based

models on abundance data has led to mixed results (Purves &

Pacala 2005; Du, Zhou & Etienne 2011; Haegeman & Etienne

2011). This has invigorated the criticism that SADs do not con-

tain sufficient information to infer the underlying process.

However, stronger inferences might be possible when increas-

ing the size of the community samples (Al Hammal et al.

2015). Moreover, in combination with other community pat-

terns such as species-area curves, SADs may be informative

(May, Huth &Wiegand 2015). Hence, it remains a useful exer-

cise to fit reasonablemodels to species abundance data.

The central ingredient of fitting community models to data

are sampling formulas. These formulas are used to evaluate

the likelihood of data for a set of model parameters, find the

optimal parameters using maximum likelihood and compare

the fit quality of competing models, e.g. using Akaike informa-

tion criterion. For Hubbell’s neutral model, an exact sampling

formula was derived by Etienne (2005). This formula gives the

likelihood of observing S species abundances n1,n2,. . .,nS in a

sample of size J individuals according to a neutral model of a

local community connected by immigration (described by the

dispersal probability m, or equivalently by the dispersal num-

ber I) to a metacommunity governed by point-mutation*Correspondence author. E-mail: bart.haegeman@sete.cnrs.fr
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speciation (described by parameter h, called the biodiversity

number). However, this sampling formula is computationally

demanding for samples of large size.

Nevertheless, the formula paved the way for a more general

sampling theory (Etienne & Alonso 2005; Green & Plotkin

2007) in which the sampling formula was presented as a com-

pound distribution of local, dispersal-limited sampling, and a

metacommunity abundance distribution. It has been extended

to multiple samples connected to the same metacommuity

(Munoz et al. 2007; Etienne 2007, 2009), random-fission speci-

ation (Haegeman & Etienne 2010; Etienne &Haegeman 2011)

and multiple guilds (Janzen, Haegeman & Etienne 2015; see

alsoWalker 2007). In all cases, the sampling formula was cum-

bersome to derive and demanding to compute and the total

sample size allowing numerical computation was limited. Har-

ris et al. (2017) circumvented the latter problem, but their

approach is based on Bayesian computation rather than on a

simple likelihood formula.

Here we present a new framework within which sampling

formulas can be relatively easily derived and computed, not

only for the models for which a zero-sum sampling formula is

already available, but also for a wealth of other models. The

crucial step is that we abandon the assumption of zero-sum

dynamics, i.e. constant community size, and embrace the inde-

pendent species assumption, i.e. we assume that species fluctu-

ate independently of one another. It has been shown before

that the zero-sum and independent species variants of neutral

community models are intimately linked (Etienne, Alonso &

McKane 2007a; Haegeman & Etienne 2008). In particular, the

two model variants yield identical predictions for the local

community model with fixed species pool and for the meta-

community model with point-mutation speciation. For Hub-

bell’s neutral model, in which the local community model is

coupled to the metacommunity model, the equivalence breaks

down (Haegeman & Etienne 2011), but we show that there is

still an excellent agreement, especially for highly diverse sys-

tems. We exploit this correspondence to derive sampling for-

mulas that are easy to evaluate, even for very large sample size.

Independent-species approaches have been repeatedly

applied to analyse the predictions of neutral community mod-

els. Alonso & McKane (2004) and Volkov et al. (2003, 2005,

2007) used this assumption to construct approximate solutions

of the point-mutation speciation model. Haegeman & Etienne

(2010) and Etienne & Haegeman (2011) used it as a starting

point to get to a zero-sum sampling formula for random-fis-

sion speciation. Chisholm & Pacala (2010) and Haegeman &

Etienne (2011) used it as a basis for a niche model. However,

none of these studies have constructed a general framework to

fit communitymodels to abundance data, as we present here.

We start by providing an intuitive idea of the independent

species approach and of its computational advantages over the

standard zero-sum approach. Then, we present the general

sampling formulas under the independent species assumption.

We apply these formulas to the few models for which the zero-

sum approach has been developed, and show that the indepen-

dent species approach leads to very similar parameter esti-

mates. Next, we present several model fitting problems which

cannot be dealt with in the zero-sum framework, but for which

the independent-species framework can be used. In particular,

we consider community models with protracted speciation,

species-level density dependence, and species-specific dispersal

rates, and datasets of very large size, relative abundance data,

presence-absence data and sets of multiple samples. In each of

these cases the independent species framework leads to a

straightforward fitting procedure, illustrating its simplicity and

versatility. We provide an R package called SADISA (Species

Abundance Distributions under the Independent Species

Assumption) to evaluate the new sampling formulas.

From the zero-sum to the independent species
assumption

The large majority of neutral community models is based on

the zero-sum assumption. This assumption states that the

number of individuals in the community is constant over time,

implying that species abundance fluctuations are correlated: a

decrease in one species has to be instantaneously compensated

by an increase in another species. Here we explore the conse-

quences of replacing the zero-sum by the independent species

assumption, stating that species abundances fluctuate indepen-

dently.

We illustrate the two assumptions using a simple community

model. We consider a pool of species, whose relative abun-

dances are assumed to be known and invariant over time (note

that this assumption is limited to this example model; in the

rest of the paper the species pool is governed by the probability

distribution dictated by the metacommunity model). The

dynamics of the local community coupled to this species pool

consist of two processes: local mortality and immigration from

the species pool (that is, we discard local reproduction; in the

framework of Hubbell’s model, this corresponds to setting

m = 1 or I?∞; again, this assumption is limited to this exam-

ple model). This holds for both the zero-sum and the indepen-

dent species model variant of the model. The difference

between the model variants resides in the way death and immi-

gration events alternate. In the zero-sum version, each death

event is immediately followed by an immigration event. As a

result, the sum of all species abundance changes is zero (hence

the term ‘zero sum’) and local community size remains con-

stant over time. In the independent species version, each event,

whether it is a death or an immigration, is uncoupled from

other events. Hence, it is possible that several immigrations

occur without any death in between them, or vice versa, so that

the local community size would increase or decrease. In sta-

tionary state, however, the number of immigrations and deaths

occurring over a longer period of time balance each other, so

that the community size fluctuates around an average value.

Moreover, because these stationary fluctuations are induced

by independent events, the variability of community size is typ-

ically small. This strongly suggests that the predictions of the

independent species model are often close to those of the zero-

summodel. This is indeedwhat we find, as shown below.

In this paper we exploit the near equivalence of the two

assumptions to simplify the evaluation of their model

© 2017 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of British Ecological Society,
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predictions. Here we provide a first intuition of how this sim-

plification works, while we refer to the next section for more

details. We consider the case in which the species pool abun-

dances are not known (if they are known, the evaluation of the

zero-sum and independent species predictions are both

straightforward). In this case, a community model at the regio-

nal scale (i.e. a metacommunity model) predicts the distribu-

tion of species pool abundances. We obtain the predictions for

the local community abundances by averaging the local com-

munity composition for a given species pool over the distribu-

tion of species pool abundances. Under the zero-sum

assumption, the species pool abundances are linked, and the

computation of the average requires the evaluation of an

S-dimensional integral, withS the number of species in the spe-

cies pool. This is usually an extremely difficult numerical prob-

lem. In contrast, under the independent species assumption,

species independence allows us to consider the S species one by

one. As a result, the local community predictions decompose

into S single-species averages, each of which requires the evalu-

ation of a one-dimensional integral. This is an easy task,

because the numerical integration of one-dimensional func-

tions is not costly, even if there are many of them. Hence, by

replacing the zero-sum by the independent species assumption,

the evaluation of themodel predictions simplifies drastically.

General sampling formula under the independent-
species assumption

As for the zero-sum case, sampling formulas are the central

ingredient of the inference procedure in the independent spe-

cies case. These formulas give the probability of observing a

specific set of abundance data under a community model for a

specific set of parameters. Here we show that under the inde-

pendent species assumption general sampling formulas can be

derived, in contrast to the zero-sum assumption. Concrete

examples for which independent species but not zero-sum

formulas can be calculated are presented afterwards.

SINGLE-SAMPLE SAMPLING FORMULA

We first analyse the case in which a single sample taken from

the community is available.We assume that the abundances of

the species observed in the sample are quantified (in contrast

to, e.g. presence-absence data). We represent the data as spe-

cies abundance frequencies sk, i.e. the number of species that

are observed k times in the sample. For example, if there are

nine observed species in the sample with abundances (species

are ordered frommost to least abundant),

Species # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Abundance in sample 11 5 5 4 2 1 1 1 1

then the corresponding abundance frequencies are s11 = 1,

s5 = 2, s4 = 1, s2 = 1, s1 = 4, and all other sk ¼ 0.

Many independent species models have abundance frequen-

cies that are approximately Poisson distributed. In

Appendix S1, Supporting Information, we show that if the

number of species in the metacommunity is Poisson dis-

tributed, the Poisson distribution is exact. Moreover, we argue

that even if this condition is not met, the Poisson approxima-

tion is often very accurate. In those cases, which include all the

independent species models considered in this paper, the inde-

pendent species sampling formula is, either exactly or to a very

good approximation, a product of Poisson samples,

PðDÞ ¼
Y
k[ 0

e�kk
kskk
sk!

; eqn 1

where D stands for the data, i.e. the observed abundance

frequencies. The numbers kk denote the predicted abundance

frequencies, given by,

kk ¼ Esk ¼
Z

PðkjxÞqðxÞdx: eqn 2

The term PðkjxÞ in the integrand of eqn (2) stands for

the probability that a species with relative abundance x in

the metacommunity is observed k times in the sample taken

from the local community. For example, for neutral disper-

sal-limited sampling, it is given by a negative binomial

distribution,

PðkjxÞ ¼ ðIxÞkð1� qÞIxqk
k!

; eqn 3

with I the dispersal number and q a parameter that can be

interpreted as sampling effort (see Appendix S2). The term q
(x) in the integrand of eqn (2) denotes the metacommunity

abundance density, that is, q(x)dx gives the number of species

with relative abundance in the interval [x,x + dx] in the meta-

community. For example, for a neutral model with point-

mutation speciation, we have

qðxÞ ¼ h
e�hx

x
; eqn 4

where h is the metacommunity diversity (see Appendix S3).

Note the similarity in model structure between local commu-

nity and metacommunity: while the sum Rk2
k¼k1

kk equals the

expected number of species with abundance k between k1 and

k2 in the local community, the integral
R x2
x1

qðxÞdx equals the

expected number of species with abundance x between x1 and

x2 in the metacommunity. Also, the interpretation of variable

x as relative abundance requires some care (see Appendix S3).

The sum of x over all metacommunity species is equal to one

only on average, although its fluctuations are often limited.

Alternatively, variable x can be interpreted as an immigration

propensity (see Appendix S3).

The evaluation of sampling formula (1) boils down to

the computation of several integrals (2). It suffices to com-

pute integrals kk for abundances k that are observed in the

sample, i.e. for which sk [ 0. This can be seen by rewriting

eqn (1) as

PðDÞ ¼ e�K
Y

kjsk [ 0

kskk
sk!

eqn 5

withΛ the expected number of observed species,

© 2017 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of British Ecological Society,
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K ¼
X
k[ 0

Esk ¼
Z

PðobsjxÞqðxÞdx; eqn 6

where PðobsjxÞ is the probability that a species with relative

abundance x in the metacommunity is present in the data,

PðobsjxÞ ¼ 1� Pð0jxÞ.
By substituting eqns (3) and (4) into eqns (2) and (1), we

obtain a concrete sampling formula with model parameters h,
I and q. This formula can be directly used for likelihood maxi-

mization, and connects model predictions and empirical data.

Regarding its application, the independent species sampling

formula is very similar to the zero-sum sampling formula.

In comparison with the zero-sum case, the independent spe-

cies sampling formula depends on an additional parameter,

the sampling effort q. It is a number between 0 and 1; the larger

this number, the larger the expected sample size (see

Appendix S2). It can be estimated from the data, as the other

model parameters. Alternatively, it can be determined a priori,

based on the sample size J. The latter approach leads to a close

correspondence with the zero-sum estimation procedure, in

which the sample size J is also set beforehand. The parameter q

can be tuned such that the expected sample size in the indepen-

dent species approach matches the real sample size, which is

also the fixed sample size used in the zero-sum approach. By

applying this tuning, we obtain parameter estimates with the

independent species approach that are almost identical to those

obtained with the zero-sum approach, as we will show in the

next section.

For the case of dispersal-limited sampling, given by eqn (3),

the same sampling formula applies for the entire local commu-

nity or for a sample taken from the local community. This is

due to a property called sampling invariance (see

Appendix S2). It suffices to set the parameter q in accordance

with the size of the dataset, whether it is an exhaustive census

or a non-exhaustive sample. In particular, the sampling for-

mula does not depend on the size of the local community from

which the sample was taken. However, sampling invariance,

and the associated flexibility in dealing with either census or

sample data, does not hold generally, as we will illustrate in the

next section.

MULTIPLE-SAMPLES SAMPLING FORMULA

We now extend the sampling formula to L local communi-

ties connected to a single metacommunity. There is no

direct migration between local communities; they are inter-

dependent due to the immigration from the common meta-

community. We assume that we have a sample with

abundance data taken from each of the local communities.

As for the single-sample case, we express the data in terms

of abundance frequencies. In particular, for each of the

species observed in at least one of the L samples, we intro-

duce the abundance vector k~ ¼ ðk1; k2; . . .; kLÞ containing

its abundance in each sample. Abundance frequency sk~ is

equal to the number of species with abundance vector k~.

For example, consider L = 2 local communities and sup-

pose there are 8 observed species in total. If their abun-

dances are given by,

Species # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Abundance in sample of 1st community 7 4 2 2 1 1 0 0

Abundance in sample of 2nd community 9 3 1 1 1 0 1 1

then the corresponding abundance frequencies are s(7,9) = 1,

s(4,3) = 1, s(2,1) = 2, s(1,1) = 1, s(1,0) = 1, s(0,1) = 2, and all other

sk~ ¼ 0.

For independent species models the abundance frequencies

are Poisson distributed, approximately if not exactly (see

Appendix S1). The independent species sampling formula is

PðDÞ ¼ e�K
Y

k~jsk~[ 0

k
sk~

k~

sk~!
; eqn 7

where kk~ is given by

kk~ ¼ Esk~ ¼
Z YL

‘¼1

P‘ðk‘jxÞ
 !

qðxÞdx; eqn 8

andΛ is given by

K ¼
X

k~j
P

‘
k‘ [ 0

Z
PðobsjxÞqðxÞdx: eqn 9

In these eqns P‘ðk‘jxÞ is the probability of observing a spe-
cies with relative abundance x in the metacommunity k‘ times

in the sample taken from local community ‘, and PðobsjxÞ is
the probability of observing a species with relative abundance

x in the metacommunity in at least one of the samples, i.e.

PðobsjxÞ ¼ 1�Q‘ P‘ð0jxÞ. For example, under neutral dis-

persal-limited sampling with dispersal number I‘ and sampling

effort q‘ in the local community ‘, we have

P‘ðk‘jxÞ ¼
ðI‘xÞk‘ð1� q‘ÞI‘xqk‘‘

k‘!
: eqn 10

Combining this expression with a choice for the metacommu-

nity abundance density q(x), we obtain a complete multiple-

samples sampling formula.

MULTIPLE-GUILDS SAMPLING FORMULA

Another extension of the sampling formula consists in allow-

ing for guild structure within the community (or communities)

under study. We denote the number of guild by G, and we

assume that they do not interact at the metacommunity level.

The local community is composed of species that immigrated

from the guild metacommunities, and the sample data is taken

from the local community, possibly containing species of dif-

ferent guilds.We specify the data using abundance frequencies

s
ðgÞ
k , which are the number of species with abundance k in

guild g. For example, if there are G = 2 guilds with species

abundances,

© 2017 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of British Ecological Society,
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1st guild 2nd guildzfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{ zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{
Species # 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5

Abundance in sample 7 1 1 5 2 2 1 1

then s
ð1Þ
7 ¼ 1, s

ð1Þ
1 ¼ 2, s

ð2Þ
5 ¼ 1, s

ð2Þ
2 ¼ 2, s

ð2Þ
1 ¼ 2, and all

other s
ðgÞ
k ¼ 0.

The independent species sampling formula is, either exactly

or approximately (see Appendix S1),

PðDÞ ¼
YG
g¼1

e�KðgÞ Y
k

kðgÞk

� �sðgÞ
k

s
ðgÞ
k !

0
BB@

1
CCA; eqn 11

where kðgÞk and Λ(g) are given by eqns (2) and (6). Local sam-

pling probabilities PðgÞðkjxÞ and metacommunity abundance

densities q(g)(x) can be guild-dependent. Despite this complex-

ity, sampling formula (11) expresses independence between

species belonging to the same and to different guilds.

Comparison tomodelswith zero-sumsampling
formula

We compare the parameter estimates and likelihoods obtained

with the independent species approach and the zero-sum

approach, in those cases where a zero-sum sampling formula is

available and computable.

SINGLE SAMPLES

The most studied neutral community model, also known as

Hubbell’s model, combines point-mutation speciation and

dispersal-limited sampling (Hubbell 2001). To evaluate the

zero-sum sampling formula, we follow the approach of

Etienne (2005). This involves an arbitrary-precision compu-

tation with Stirling numbers, using the computer algebra sys-

tem PARI/GP. The evaluation of the independent species

sampling formula, given by eqns (1–4), requires the compu-

tation of several one-dimensional integrals. Because the inte-

grands are often sharply peaked, we use a dedicated

numerical integration algorithm, which is included in the R

package SADISA.

We apply both sampling formulas to six datasets of tropi-

cal tree communities (Volkov et al. 2005; Etienne & Haege-

man 2011). The parameter estimates obtained with the zero-

sum and the independent species approach are very similar

(Table 1, rows ZSC and ISA). Importantly, the likelihood

values should not be compared, because they are not likeli-

hoods for exactly the same data. The zero-sum approach

assumes that the total number of individuals is given by the

observed value, while the independent species approach

treats this as additional data the probability of which is

incorporated in the total likelihood. This explains why the

zero-sum likelihood is systematically higher than the inde-

pendent species likelihood (the log-likelihood is less negative,

see Table 1). However, after conditioning the independent

species likelihood on sample size (see Appendix S4), the

zero-sum and independent species likelihood values almost

coincide (Table 1, rows ZSC and ISAC). Note that the

parameter estimates are even closer than in the case without

conditioning (except for the Sinharaja dataset).

The likelihood landscapes for the zero-sum and the indepen-

dent species approach are almost identical (Fig. 1). The ridge

of high likelihood, present in both cases, is related to a well-

known problem of Hubbell’s neutral model, namely, the diffi-

culty of distinguishing abundance distributions resulting from

high regional diversity and low dispersal from those resulting

from low regional diversity and high dispersal (Etienne et al.

2006). Clearly, the independent species approach has the same

problem. Note that the colour code in the two panels is not

exactly the same; the colour codes for the log-likelihood func-

tion differ by an additive constant. However, this constant dif-

ference has no effect on the maximum-likelihood estimates.

Figure 2 shows that also the fitted SADs are almost identical.

Hence, at least for the community model and the datasets con-

sidered here, the zero-sum approach and the independent spe-

cies approach give practically equivalent results.

For two other speciationmodels, the zero-sum sampling for-

mula for a single sample and single guild has been derived,

assuming neutral dispersal-limited sampling. For random-

fission speciation, the metacommunity abundance density q(x)
is given by (see Appendix S3; compare with eqn (4)),

Table 1. Fits for neutral model with point-mutation speciation and

dispersal-limited sampling. We analysed six datasets of tropical tree

communities (Volkov et al. 2005; Etienne et al. 2007b; Etienne &

Haegeman 2011), and we computed the maximum-likelihood fits for

threemodel variants. The first variant, ZSC, imposes the zero-sum con-

straint, so that community size is invariant over time (results taken

from Etienne et al. 2007b). The second variant, ISA, assumes indepen-

dence between species. The third variant, ISAC, is also based on species

independence, but the abundance distribution is conditioned on sample

size. Note that likelihoods of model variants ZSC and ISAC are com-

parable (but the likelihood of ISA is not comparable with those of ZSC

and ISAC)

Dataset Model h I m LL

BCI ZSC 47�67 2211 0�0934 �308�73
ISA 47�94 2175 0�0920 �317�70
ISAC 47�67 2213 0�0935 �308�73

Korup ZSC 52�73 29 700 0�5470 �317�04
ISA 52�88 29 290 0�5436 �326�09
ISAC 52�73 29 700 0�5471 �317�04

Pasoh ZSC 190�9 2708 0�0926 �359�38
ISA 191�4 2689 0�0919 �367�90
ISAC 190�9 2712 0�0927 �359�38

Sinharaja ZSC 436�8 32�38 0�0019 �252�93
ISA 439�8 32�45 0�0019 �262�00
ISAC 461�5 31�96 0�0019 �253�05

Yasuni ZSC 204�2 13 170 0�4288 �297�15
ISA 204�4 13 110 0�4277 �305�20
ISAC 204�2 13 180 0�4289 �297�15

Lambir ZSC 285�6 4296 0�1146 �386�38
ISA 286�0 4280 0�1143 �394�93
ISAC 285�5 4299 0�1147 �386�39
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qðxÞ ¼ /2e�/x: eqn 12

Like h for point mutation, the parameter/ characterizes the

metacommunity diversity (in particular, it gives the expected

number of species in the metacommunity). Also a model with

per-species speciation has a zero-sum sampling formula (Eti-

enne et al. 2007b). In the independent species setting, themeta-

community abundance density q(x) is given by

qðxÞ ¼ h1�a

Cð1� aÞ
e�hx

x1þa
: eqn 13

Parameter h is related to the per-individual speciation rate,

while parameter ameasures the importance of per-species spe-

ciation (with 0 ≤ a < 1). The metacommunity diversity

increases both with increasing h and increasing a. Note that we

recover the point-mutation model for a = 0 and the random-

fission model for a = �1 (formally, because a = �1 is outside

the range 0 ≤ a < 1 of values allowed by the per-species specia-

tionmodel).While we do not have a direct independent species

derivation of eqn (13), we show in Appendix S5 that this

equation is the independent species equivalent of the zero-sum

solution.
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Fig. 1. Likelihood landscape for zero-sum and independent species approach.We consider the point-mutation speciationmodel with dispersal-lim-

ited sampling. We computed the zero-sum and independent-species likelihood as a function of metacommunity diversity h (x-axis) and dispersal

number I (y-axis) for the BCI dataset.Warmer colours correspond to higher likelihood values. The white9-mark indicates themaximum-likelihood
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Fig. 2. Species abundance distributions for neutral model with point-mutation speciation and dispersal-limited sampling. For the six tropical forest

plots (data represented by grey bars) we plot the fitted distributions with the zero-sum approach (thick green line) and the independent species

approach (thin red line). The two fitted distributions are almost identical.
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Similarly to the case of point mutation, we find that the

zero-sum and independent species estimates are very close,

both for the random-fission speciationmodel (Table 2) and for

the per-species speciation model (Table 3). The absolute log-

likelihood values should not be compared (because they are

not likelihoods for exactly the same data, see above), but the

log-likelihood values relative to the point-mutation values are

comparable. The log-likelihood differences DLL are very simi-

lar in all cases, showing that the zero-sum approach and the

independent species approach lead to the same inferences.

The independent species sampling formula (1) is only

approximately valid for these two speciation models (see

Appendix S1). Nevertheless, the agreement with the zero-sum

results is as strong as for the case of point-mutation speciation,

for which the independent species sampling formula (1) is

exact. This indicates, in addition to the general argument of

Appendix S1, that the Poisson approximation is very accurate.

The data provides stronger support for point-mutation spe-

ciation than for random-fission speciation, as reported by Eti-

enne & Haegeman (2011). The data does not contain signs of

per-species speciation in the case without dispersal limitation,

in agreement with Etienne et al. (2007b). However, in the case

with dispersal limitation, which has not been studied previ-

ously, there is strong evidence of per-species speciation in the

Korup and Yasuni datasets. Hence, the selection between spe-

ciation models depends on whether or not dispersal limitation

is taken into account.While this is an intriguing result, an anal-

ysis of its precisemeaning is beyond the scope of this paper.

MULTIPLE SAMPLES

The zero-sum analog of the multiple-samples sampling for-

mula (7) has only been explored for the point-mutation

Table 2. Fits for neutralmodel with random-fission speciation and dis-

persal-limited sampling. Same datasets as in Table 1. We consider two

model variants: variant ZSC imposes the zero-sum constraint (results

taken from Etienne & Haegeman 2011); variant ISA assumes indepen-

dence between species. ZSC and ISA likelihoods are not comparable.

In column DLL we compare the maximum log-likelihoods of the ran-

dom-fission model with those of the point-mutation model, for the

ZSC and the ISA variant

Dataset Model / I m LL DLL

BCI ZSC 595�1 61�61 0�0029 �311�92 �3�20
ISA 595�2 61�81 0�0029 �321�11 �3�41

Korup ZSC ∞ 49�52 0�0020 �318�67 �1�63
ISA ∞ 49�61 0�0020 �327�75 �1�66

Pasoh ZSC 1528 263�4 0�0098 �363�75 �4�37
ISA 1527 264�0 0�0098 �372�49 �4�58

Sinharaja ZSC 927�6 32�42 0�0019 �252�88 +0�05
ISA 950�1 32�35 0�0019 �261�97 +0�03

Yasuni ZSC 10 980 197�0 0�0111 �306�75 �9�60
ISA 11 130 196�9 0�0111 �314�88 �9�68

Lambir ZSC 2500 372�5 0�0111 �402�32 �15�94
ISA 2500 372�9 0�0111 �411�08 �16�15

Table 3. Fits for per-species speciationmodel, or equivalently, metacommunitymodel with density dependence. Same datasets as in Table 1.Model

variants are combinations of nDL, no dispersal limitation; DL, dispersal limitation; ZSC, zero-sum constraint; ISA, species independence approach.

Results formodel (nDL, ZSC) are taken fromEtienne et al. (2007b), but results formodel (DL, ZSC) have not been reported before. Themaximum

likelihood of the per-species speciationmodel is always larger than the corresponding point-mutation likelihood (columnDLL), because point-muta-

tion speciation is a special case of per-species speciation (case a = 0)

Dataset Model h ¼ m0 þ m1JM
1� m1

a ¼ m0
1�m1

I m LL DLL

BCI nDL ZSC 34�97 0 ∞ 1 �318�85 0

nDL ISA 35�06 0 ∞ 1 �327�97 0

DL ZSC 38�32 0�1203 1049 0�0466 �308�19 0�54
DL ISA 37�33 0�1354 960�2 0�0428 �317�01 0�69

Korup nDL ZSC 44�54 0�0289 ∞ 1 �318�31 0�36
nDL ISA 44�19 0�0303 ∞ 1 �327�35 0�40
DL ZSC 13�87 0�4326 1046 0�0408 �306�82 10�22
DL ISA 12�99 0�4420 996�8 0�0390 �315�38 10�71

Pasoh nDL ZSC 126�4 0 ∞ 1 �392�51 0

nDL ISA 126�7 0 ∞ 1 �401�20 0

DL ZSC 184�2 0�0361 2192 0�0763 �359�31 0�07
DL ISA 183�0 0�0447 2081 0�0727 �367�80 0�11

Sinharaja nDL ZSC 25�63 0 ∞ 1 �253�78 0

nDL ISA 25�73 0 ∞ 1 �262�82 0

DL ZSC 12�72 0�5123 145�3 0�0085 �252�13 1�19
DL ISA 11�77 0�5270 138�8 0�0081 �260�59 1�42

Yasuni nDL ZSC 178�3 0 ∞ 1 �307�58 0

nDL ISA 178�6 0 ∞ 1 �315�68 0

DL ZSC 61�86 0�5272 1117 0�0598 �278�88 18�27
DL ISA 60�39 0�5324 1098 0�0589 �286�54 18�66

Lambir nDL ZSC 195�0 0 ∞ 1 �437�89 0

nDL ISA 195�3 0 ∞ 1 �446�57 0

DL ZSC 245�5 0�1161 2546 0�0713 �385�20 1�18
DL ISA 244�3 0�1202 2503 0�0702 �393�65 1�28
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speciation process and neutral dispersal-limited sampling (Eti-

enne 2007; Connolly, Hughes & Bellwood 2017). Here we

apply the independent species sampling formula (7) on the

same datasets. We follow the approach of Etienne (2007) and

reduce the number of parameters to estimate by assuming that

I‘ = I for all ‘. Moreover, we eliminate the sampling efforts q‘
by setting the expected sample size equal to the observed sam-

ple size for each local community ‘. As a result, the likelihood

has to bemaximized over two parameters only (h and I).
We find very good agreement between the estimates

obtained with the zero-sum constraint and those obtained with

the independent species assumption (Table 4). The likelihood

values are different, but as explained before, they should not be

compared. Indeed, the zero-sum approach imposes a

constraint on the allowed datasets that is not present in the

independent species approach.

MULTIPLE GUILDS

Recently, we derived the zero-sum sampling formula for a sin-

gle sample of two dispersal guilds with a metacommunity gov-

erned by point-mutation speciation (Janzen, Haegeman &

Etienne 2015). As we were interested in detecting guild differ-

ences in dispersal rate, we assumed that the two guilds have the

same distribution of relative abundances in the metacommu-

nity, but no species in common. Here we apply the multiple-

guilds sampling formula (11) of the independent species

approach to the dataset studied by Janzen, Haegeman &

Etienne (2015).

Importantly, the assumption that the guild metacommuni-

ties do not differ can be implemented in different ways. The

zero-sum approach of Janzen, Haegeman & Etienne (2015)

assumed that the two guilds have the same speciation rates,

and hence, the same metacommunity diversity h (denoted by

‘sS’, which stands for same speciation rate). However, this

assumption does not eliminate differences in guild metacom-

munity sizes. One can therefore impose additionally that guild

metacommunity sizes are the same (denoted by ‘sM’, which

stands for same metacommunity size). It turns out that this

additional assumption has a strong effect on the parameter

estimates [Table 5; compare rows (sM, ZSC) and (sS, ZSC)],

regardless of whether guilds have the same or different disper-

sal rates: the likelihood is consistently higher for the second

implementation (same speciation rate and same guild meta-

community size) than for the first implementation (same speci-

ation rate, but guildmetacommunity size can vary).

This distinction is crucial for the comparison of the zero-

sum and independent species estimates. The independent spe-

cies model underlying sampling formula (11) corresponds to

the second implementation, i.e. the identity of guild speciation

rates implies the identity of guild metacommunity sizes.

Indeed, the independent species estimates are very similar to

the zero-sum estimates obtained with the second implementa-

tion [Table 5; compare rows (sM, ZSC) and (sM, ISA)]. This

agreement holds both when assuming that guilds have the

same or different dispersal rates. Note that there is no indepen-

dent species model that corresponds to the first implementa-

tion, where guildmetacommunity sizes can vary.

Extensions tomodelswithout zero-sumsampling
formula

We study several problems of fitting community models to

abundance data for which the zero-sum approach does not

lead to a workable solution. We show that by adapting the

independent species approach each of these problems can be

solvedwithoutmajor obstacles.

DIFFERENT PðkjxÞ: LOCAL COMMUNITY MODELS

Until now we have assumed that the sampling probability is

given by neutral dispersal-limited sampling (3). The indepen-

dent species framework allows us to analyse other local commu-

nity models. As an illustration, we consider a model with

density dependence, which constitutes a departure from neu-

trality (see Allouche & Kadmon 2009; Jabot & Chave 2011 for

other extensions of the neutralmodel with density dependence).

Many forms of density dependence can be incorporated in

the independent species framework. We assume that the per

capita birth rate is proportional to 1� a
k and that the per capita

death rate is constant. This leads to positive density depen-

dence for 0 < a < 1 and negative density dependence for

a < 0. In Appendix S6 we show that the sampling probability

PðkjxÞ then becomes,

Table 4. Fits for multiple samples. From the abundance data of three

Panamian forest plots, we constructed eleven datasets, each consisting

of three samples (one full dataset, and ten reduced datasets; see Etienne

(2007) for details). We computed the maximum-likelihood fits for two

model variants. The first variant, ZSC, imposes the zero-sum constraint

(results taken from Etienne 2007). The second variant, ISA, assumes

independence between species. Likelihoods of the two model variants

are not comparable

Dataset Model h I LL

Full dataset ZSC 259�3 44�24 �1091�80
ISA 259�4 44�46 �1116�12

Subsample 1 ZSC 270�5 39�18 �679�87
ISA 270�8 39�41 �702�08

Subsample 2 ZSC 273�9 39�21 �668�84
ISA 274�2 39�44 �690�96

Subsample 3 ZSC 280�0 41�18 �673�74
ISA 280�2 41�41 �695�75

Subsample 4 ZSC 282�2 42�63 �680�40
ISA 282�4 42�87 �702�35

Subsample 5 ZSC 290�8 41�71 �679�28
ISA 291�1 41�94 �701�23

Subsample 6 ZSC 297�3 39�13 �654�40
ISA 297�6 39�35 �676�45

Subsample 7 ZSC 298�6 37�27 �652�12
ISA 299�0 37�48 �674�39

Subsample 8 ZSC 296�5 36�32 �640�46
ISA 296�8 36�53 �662�70

Subsample 9 ZSC 300�4 37�65 �647�22
ISA 300�7 37�87 �669�34

Subsample 10 ZSC 271�5 40�47 �688�08
ISA 271�7 40�70 �710�15
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PðkjxÞ ¼
IxðIx�aÞk

ð1�qÞ�IxþaIx�a
qk

k! if k� 1
Ix�a

ð1�qÞ�IxþaIx�a
if k ¼ 0.

8<
: eqn 14

This expression replaces eqn (3) in sampling formula (1).

Note that the sampling formula with density dependence lacks

sampling invariance, that is, eqn (14) changes when consider-

ing a sample taken from the local community rather than the

entire local community. This implies that, when applied to

sample abundance data, the sampling formula depends on

local community size, introducing an additional parameter to

estimate.When fitting themodel to the tropical forest plots, we

find some evidence of negative density dependence in the local

community (Table S1).

DIFFERENT q (x ) : METACOMMUNITY MODELS

The metacommunity abundance density q(x) depends on the

metacommunity dynamics. Particular interest has been given

to how new species arise. Rosindell et al. (2010) proposed the

protracted speciationmodel to account for the fact that specia-

tion takes time. In Appendix S3 we show that the correspond-

ingmetacommunity abundance density q(x) is given by

qðxÞ ¼ h
e�

h/
hþ/x � e�/x

x
: eqn 15

Parameter h is related to the speciation-initiation rate, while

parameter / is inversely proportional to speciation time. Inter-

estingly, in the limit /?∞ we recover (4) for point-mutation

speciation, and in the limit h?∞ we recover (12) for random-

fission speciation. Hence, the protracted-speciation model

interpolates between the two speciation models. Fitting the

model to the six tropical forest plots shows that protractedness

cannot be detected in the SADs (Table S2). Rosindell et al.

(2010) reached the same conclusion using the approximate fit-

ting procedure of Alonso & McKane (2004). Note that this

procedure can be reinterpreted in the independent species

framework (seeDiscussion).

As another example, we consider a metacommunity model

with density dependence. Density dependence at large scales

can effectively emerge from local interactions (Steele & For-

rester 2005). We take the same form of density dependence as

in the local community example: the per capita birth rate is

proportional to 1� a
k and the per capita death rate is constant.

The corresponding abundance density q(x) is given by (see

Appendix S5),

qðxÞ ¼ h1�a

Cð1� aÞ
e�hx

x1þa
; eqn 16

which, interestingly, is the same expression as (13) for per-spe-

cies speciation. However, where in the case of per-species speci-

ation only positive values of a were meaningful (in particular,

0 ≤ a < 1), the density-dependence interpretation of eqn (16)

also allows negative values of a (in case of negative density

dependence). The model fits for the tropical forest data have

positive values of a (Table 3, rows DL). Hence, the interpreta-

tion is not univocal: it can indicate either per-species speciation

or positive density dependence.

SPECIES-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

The previous models are based on the assumption of species

equivalence. While species differences are difficult to deal with

in the zero-sum framework (Zhou & Zhang 2008), they can be

easily incorporated with the independent species approach.

Indeed, because the likelihood is equal to the product of spe-

cies-level likelihoods, it suffices to introduce species-dependent

parameters in each of the factors of this product. However, this

Table 5. Fits for multiple guilds. Guild 1: species with biotic dispersal;

guild 2: species with abiotic dispersal; see Janzen, Haegeman&Etienne

(2015) for details. For six censuses of the BCI plot we computed the

maximum-likelihood fits for several model variants: sM, guild meta-

communities have same size; sS, guilds have same speciation rate; dD,

guilds have different dispersal rate; sD, guilds have same dispersal rate;

ZSC, zero-sum constraint; ISA, species independence approach.

Results for model (sS, ZSC) are taken from Janzen, Haegeman & Eti-

enne (2015), but results for model (sM, ZSC) have not been reported

before

Dataset Model h I1 I2 LL

BCI (1982) sM dD ZSC 80�50 2433 13�56 �365�92
sM dD ISA 80�85 2399 13�90 �382�59
sM sD ZSC 41�22 79 520 79 520 �410�32
sM sD ISA 41�49 71 420 71 420 �426�80
sS dD ZSC 503�0 49�91 7�871 �368�06
sS sD ZSC 67�29 520�7 520�7 �399�18

BCI (1985) sM dD ZSC 79�43 2743 12�75 �365�39
sM dD ISA 79�77 2704 13�08 �382�07
sM sD ZSC ∞ 20�31 20�31 �411�55
sM sD ISA ∞ 20�41 20�41 �428�05
sS dD ZSC 561�0 47�76 7�338 �367�52
sS sD ZSC 65�57 573�4 573�4 �400�82

BCI (1990) sM dD ZSC 78�62 2078 12�52 �361�33
sM dD ISA 78�92 2059 12�86 �378�08
sM sD ZSC 42�19 8137 8137 �407�51
sM sD ISA 42�53 7803 7803 �424�00
sS dD ZSC 107�0 53�68 7�546 �365�42
sS sD ZSC 62�13 583�7 583�7 �393�86

BCI (1995) sM dD ZSC 77�93 2078 12�05 �371�03
sM dD ISA 78�24 2057 12�37 �387�83
sM sD ZSC 41�31 9329 9329 �417�96
sM sD ISA 41�65 8859 8859 �434�49
sS dD ZSC 106�5 53�32 7�277 �374�98
sS sD ZSC 62�00 554�1 554�1 �404�08

BCI (2000) sM dD ZSC 77�77 2060 12�53 �361�10
sM dD ISA 78�08 2040 12�86 �377�85
sM sD ZSC 42�08 7148 7148 �405�99
sM sD ISA 42�41 6897 6897 �422�49
sS dD ZSC 105�8 54�41 7�594 �364�99
sS sD ZSC 61�12 595�6 595�6 �392�54

BCI (2005) sM dD ZSC 76�09 2589 13�01 �359�54
sM dD ISA 76�39 2558 13�37 �376�26
sM sD ZSC 40�50 21 040 21 040 �401�50
sM sD ISA 40�79 19 980 19 980 �417�99
sS dD ZSC 471�3 48�09 7�665 �361�97
sS sD ZSC 60�41 669�9 669�9 �390�99
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leads to likelihood functions of a large number of parameters

(proportional to the number of species), which cannot be

inferred from the data. To reduce the number of parameters,

we consider an alternative model in which parameters differ

between species, but species-specific parameters are drawn

from a distribution that is the same for all species. Likelihood

maximization can then be used to infer information about this

distribution.

As an example, we suppose that dispersal number I differs

between species and that the species-specific dispersal numbers

Ii are drawn from distribution r(I). In Appendix S7 we show

that the independent species sampling formula (1) still holds,

with kk given by (instead of eqn 2),

kk ¼
Z

Pðkjx; IÞqðxÞrðIÞdxdI; eqn 17

andΛ given by (instead of eqn 6),

K ¼
Z

Pðobsjx; IÞqðxÞrðIÞdxdI;

In a concrete application, one could parameterize the distribu-

tion r(I) by its variance, and infer this parameter from the

data. If the likelihood for non-zero variance is higher than

the likelihood for zero variance, there might be evidence that

the dispersal number I differs between species. The strength of

the evidence can be quantified, using likelihood-ratio tests.

Note that this procedure informs us only on the existence of

species differences in dispersal rate, but not on the dispersal

rate of specific species.

A similar approach could be applied to othermodel parame-

ters. For example, in the multiple-sample case, one could

assume that dispersal number I differs between samples. To

limit the number of parameters, i.e. to avoid the introduction

of a parameter for each patch, one could assume that the sam-

ple-specific dispersal numbers I‘ are drawn from a common

distribution r(I). The corresponding sampling formula can

then be constructed along the lines explained above. However,

because different species are affected by the same choice of dis-

persal number I‘, the likelihood has no longer the product

structure of independent species, so that the sampling formula

is more complicated to evaluate.

LARGE DATASETS

Even if the zero-sum sampling formula is available, its evalua-

tion becomes often cumbersome for large datasets. We have

argued above that the independent species sampling formula is

easier to evaluate. To further support this statement, we con-

sider Hubbell’s neutral model (point-mutation speciation and

dispersal-limited sampling). For a fixed set of parameter values

(metacommunity diversity h = 50 and dispersal number

I = 1000), we generate sample data for sample sizes ranging

from J = 103 to J = 106. This can be easily done within the

independent species framework, because the abundance fre-

quencies are independent Poisson random variables, see

eqn (1). For each of the generated samples, we fit the model

parameters, using maximum likelihood, once with the

zero-sum sampling formula and once with the independent

species sampling formula. We then compare the time it takes

to complete the maximization. Note that one maximization

typically requires a few hundreds of sampling formula evalua-

tions.

The comparison results are shown in Fig. 3. The scaling of

computation time with sample size differs between the two

approaches: the independent species computation time scales

as
ffiffiffi
J

p
, and the zero-sum computation time scales as J2. The

independent species approach is faster for sample size

J > 104. For example, for J = 105, the independent species

computation takes about aminute, while the zero-sum compu-

tation takes about half an hour (on a standard laptop com-

puter; see Fig. 3 for specifications). For still larger sample size,

J > 2 9 105, our implementation of the zero-sum computa-

tion does not complete, due tomemory problems that occurred

during the computation of large Stirling numbers (on which

the zero-sum sampling formula is based; see Etienne 2005). In

contrast, the independent species computation time remains

below a fewminutes for sample size J up to 106.

As an illustration, we fit Hubbell’s model to an extended

dataset of the BCI tropical forest plot, which includes all trees

with dbh (diameter at breast height) above 1 cm (rather than

trees with dbh above 10 cm). Due to the large sample size

(J � 2�3 9 105), we were not able to evaluate the zero-sum

likelihood on our computer. Likelihood maximization using

the independent species approach did not pose any problem

(see Table S3).

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE DATA

Another limitation of the zero-sum sampling formula is that it

can only be applied to absolute species abundances. However,

abundance data are often available as relative abundances (e.g.

vegetation cover, biomass, fingerprint data). The independent

species approach can be easily extended to that type of data.

with sampling formula,

PðDÞ ¼ e�K
Y
i

Z
x

PðobsjpiÞPðpi 2 dpijxÞqðxÞdx; eqn 18

with pi the observed relative abundance and Λ the expected

number of observed species,

K ¼
Z
p

Z
x

PðobsjpÞPðp 2 dpjxÞqðxÞdx:

The integrand in eqn (18) contains two sampling probabili-

ties. The first one is the probability density Pðp 2 dpjxÞ for

local relative abundance p given metacommunity relative

abundance x. For the case of neutral dispersal-limited sam-

pling, it is the continuous version of the negative binomial

distribution (3), which is the gamma distribution,

Pðp 2 dpjxÞ ¼ IIx

CðIxÞ p
Ix�1e�Ip: eqn 19

The second one is the probability PðobsjpÞ to observe in the

sample a species with local relative abundance p. For example,
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one could takePðobsjpÞ ¼ 1� e�np, so that species with rela-

tive abundance under the threshold relative abundance 1/ξ are
typically not detected, and species with relative abundances

above it have a substantial chance of being detected. Note that

sampling formula (18) can be generalized tomultiple samples,

PðDÞ ¼ e�K
Y

ij
P

‘
pi‘ [ 0

Z
x

Y
‘jpi‘ [ 0

P‘ðobsjpi‘ÞP‘ðpi‘ 2 dpi‘jxÞ
0
@

1
A

Y
‘jpi‘¼0

P‘ðunobsjxÞ
0
@

1
AqðxÞdx;

eqn 20

with P‘ðunobsjxÞ ¼ 1� Rp P‘ðobsjpÞPðp 2 dpjxÞ. The index
i runs over all species that are observed at least in one sample.

The index ‘ runs over the local communities fromwhich a sam-

ple is taken; the first product inside the integrand corresponds

to samples in which species i is observed, while the second pro-

duct corresponds to samples in which species i is unobserved.

PRESENCE-ABSENCE DATA

We can apply our approach also to datasets where only species

occurrences were scored in multiple sites, i.e. presence-absence

data. We consider L samples. We introduce the presence-

absence vector o~ of a species, i.e. o~ ¼ ðo1; o2; . . .; oLÞ with

o‘ = 1 if the species is present in sample ‘ and o‘ = 0 if not. We

denote the corresponding abundance frequencies by so~. Then,

the independent species sampling formula is,

PðDÞ ¼ e�K
Y
o~

kso~o~
so~!

; eqn 21

with

ko~ ¼
Z Y

‘

P‘ðo‘jxÞ
 !

qðxÞdx; eqn 22

andP‘ðo‘ ¼ 1jxÞ the probability that a species withmetacom-

munity abundance x is present in sample ‘. For neutral disper-

sal-limited sampling (with dispersal number I‘ and sampling

effort q‘), we have (see eqn 10),

P‘ðo‘ ¼ 1jxÞ ¼ P‘ðk‘ � 1jxÞ
¼ 1� P‘ðk‘ ¼ 0jxÞ ¼ 1� ð1� q‘ÞI‘x:

Discussion

We have provided a framework to compute, under the inde-

pendent species assumption, a sampling formula for all

mainland-island(s) models for which we can specify the

metacommunity abundance density q(x) and the local sam-

pling probability PðkjxÞ. The computational complexity of

the sampling formula reduces to the evaluation of one-

dimensional integrals of the form
R
PðkjxÞqðxÞdx. Because

the integrands are often sharply peaked, the numerical evalu-

ation of these integrals can be challenging. We include a ded-

icated integration algorithm in the R package SADISA

(which stands for Species Abundance Distributions under

the Independent Species Assumption). Currently, the pack-

age implements the sampling formulas only for the analyses

presented in the paper. However, it is relatively straightfor-

ward to use the methods implemented in the package for

other community models.

The independent species framework allows us to fit a

broad set of neutral community models. This set is much

broader than the models with zero-sum sampling formulas,

for which our approach is often (much) more efficient. The

framework can be applied to larger datasets (higher abun-

dances, more species, more samples) and to relative abun-

dance and presence-absence data. The only requirement is

the specification of the metacommunity abundance density

q(x) – which depends on the speciation process – and the

local sampling probability PðkjxÞ – which depends on the

local demographic dynamics. Even in cases where the inde-

pendent species sampling formulas are approximate, such as

the random-fission and the per-species speciation models, the

parameter estimates are almost indistinguishable from the

zero-sum results. The approach is not restricted to neutral

scenarios, as illustrated by our examples of density depen-

dence and species-dependent parameters. Independent-spe-

cies models can be easily simulated, because the abundance

frequencies are independent Poisson random variables (see

Appendix S1). Simulated datasets are useful to explore
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Fig. 3. Computational complexity of zero-sum and independent spe-

cies likelihood maximization. We generated samples of different size

for the neutral community model with point-mutation speciation

(h = 50) and dispersal limitation (I = 1000), and estimated the model

parameters, using the zero-sum (red dots) and independent species

(green dots) sampling formula. Computation time scales consistently

with sample size J: proportional to J2 for the zero-sum approach (red

line) and proportional to
ffiffiffi
J

p
for the independent species approach

(green line). We did not succeed in evaluating the zero-sum likelihood

for sample size J > 2 9 105 due to memory problems (vertical red

line). Computations were performed on a laptop computer with Intel

Core i5 microprocessor (two cores, 2�80 GHz clock speed and 6 MB

on-boardmemory) and 3�8 GBmainmemory.
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model predictions, but also to evaluate the accuracy of

parameter estimates and the reliability of model inference

(see below).

We have shown that the sampling formulas under the inde-

pendent species assumption yield parameter estimates that are

very similar to those obtained under the zero-sum constraint.

This need not always be the case. The condition for this simi-

larity is that the community size distribution is sharply peaked.

This happens for the local community when the dispersal num-

ber I is large (e.g. I > 10; see Appendix S2), and in the meta-

community (under point mutation) when the diversity

parameter h is large (e.g. h > 10; see Appendix S3). Sampling

formulas are typically applied to highly diverse systems,

because only those systems are considered to contain sufficient

information (i.e. enough ‘replicates’) to reliably estimate the

parameters. Hence, we expect that the zero-sum and indepen-

dent species fits will often agree. Even if the fits do not agree,

this discrepancy should not be seen as a failure of the indepen-

dent-species approach. Independent-species models are not

only approximations of zero-summodels; they are fully consis-

tent mathematical models in their own right. However, in such

(rare) cases of discrepancy, the ecological meaning should be

critically evaluated.

Our work sheds new light on previous attempts to link

abundance data with community models. Alonso &

McKane (2004) proposed a somewhat ad hoc approach to

fit community models to abundance data. Within the inde-

pendent-species framework, it corresponds to applying an

additional conditioning on the observed number of species.

As our approach does not have this conditioning, it does

not discard the information contained in the observed num-

ber of species, and is thus more powerful. Volkov et al.

(2003) combined the independent species metacommunity

abundance density under point mutation with the zero-sum

version of local dispersal-limited sampling. This mixed

approach can be used to compute the expected abundance

distribution, but is less helpful to derive the full sampling

formula. We have shown how a consistent application of

the independent species approach readily provides both the

abundance distribution and the sampling formula. Green &

Plotkin (2007) proposed abundance distributions which

have the same structure as the ones we obtained from solv-

ing the independent species community models (compare

their eqn 1 with our eqn 2). Our results can be interpreted

as a more mechanistic underpinning of their distributions.

Moreover, our framework indicates how to incorporate

their abundance distributions into sampling formulas, which

can then be used for parameter estimation and model

selection.

The theory we have developed results in a long list of sam-

pling formulas (see Appendix S8). The question arises how

to choose among them in practice. The general structure of

the sampling formula is dictated by the nature of the data: is

the data expressed in absolute abundances, relative abun-

dances, or as presence-absence data; is there a single or are

there multiple samples? The biological question determines

the different processes to include in the community models,

which in turn determine the functions appearing in the sam-

pling formula: the abundance density q(x) at the regional

scale, and the sampling probability PðkjxÞ at the local scale.

We have presented a derivation for several of these func-

tions, which can serve as a template for other community

models. Once the functions q(x) and PðkjxÞ have been speci-

fied, we can apply the independent species formalism to eval-

uate the sampling formula and to determine the maximum-

likehood parameters. The R package SADISA includes a

step-by-step demonstration for single-sample and multiple-

samples examples.

Reliable inference of community processes from abun-

dance data is well-known to be very challenging. While the

independent species approach drastically simplifies the eval-

uation of the likelihood function, it evidently does not

resolve fundamental issues of fitting community models to

abundance data. For example, in Hubbell’s neutral model,

very large samples are required to distinguish between cases

with high regional diversity and low dispersal and cases

with low regional diversity and high dispersal (see the ridge

of high likelihood in Fig. 1). Community structure is the

result of the interplay between several processes, both at

local and regional scales, which are often difficult to tell

apart using abundance data alone (McGill et al. 2007; Al

Hammal et al. 2015). These issues are as problematic for

the independent species approach as for the zero-sum

approach.

Therefore, the independent species sampling formulas

must not be applied blindly, but should be combined with

techniques to evaluate the reliability of the maximum-likeli-

hood estimates. When applying the sampling formulas in

practice, it is important to assess the estimation bias of the

model parameters. A common approach consists in simulat-

ing many times the community model with the estimated

parameter values, and determining the maximum-likelihood

parameters for each of the simulated datasets, which are

then compared to the simulation values. The zero-sum and

independent species model variants present the same param-

eter estimation biases. However, the evaluation of these

biases is more efficient for independent species models,

because they are particularly easy to simulate. Simulated

datasets are also used to test whether the fitted model can

satisfactorily reproduce the empirical data (Etienne 2007;

Jabot & Chave 2011).

The flexibility of the independent species assumption allows

us to construct new hypothesis tests on a wide range of com-

munity processes. However, the reliability of such tests should

be carefully assessed. For example, we repeatedly used the

tropical forest data to illustrate our sampling formulas. Each

of these sampling formulas deals with one or two community

processes (including dispersal limitation, different speciation

mechanisms, and density dependence), and we determined for

each process separately whether it is supported by the data (us-

ing Akaike information criterion). Amore satisfying approach

would combine these processes in a single, nested model, and

test whether particular instances of this general model provide

fits of similar quality. However, this approach would most
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probably lead to overparametrization problems, which can be

detected by appropriate model selection techniques (Burnham

&Anderson 2003; note that these techniques are often simula-

tion-based). Clearly, the technical possibility to evaluate the

likelihood function does not at all guarantee the reliability of

the inference results.

Species abundance distributions are known to contain lim-

ited information about the processes that structured the com-

munity (McGill et al. 2007). More powerful inferences might

be possible based on abundance data coming from multiple

sites, which can be handled with the approach presented in this

paper. A similar approach can be instrumental to integrate also

other types of data, such as species-area relationships

(O’Dwyer & Green 2010), time-series data (Kalyuzhny, Kad-

mon& Shnerb 2015) and phylogenetic information (Manceau,

Lambert & Morlon 2015). Combining different patterns will

yield stronger tests of the adequacy of a model to fit the data.

To tackle this, the independent species approach seems a

promising tool.
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